Flexible platform, flexible algorithm for flexible orders
The designed platform and algorithm allow market participants to submit orders specifying either a precise technology and a region, a technology only, a region only, or no preferences at all. It is also possible to submit orders on a specific production device.

Trading community in the French GO auction
34 companies already onboarded since the first auction in September 2019

Results and analyses after three auctions
All volumes up to sale by the French State have actually been sold during 3 auctions (in September, October and November) – more than 10 TWh were sold.
Croatian Auctions of GOs

- beginning of 2019 - part of the incentivised RES produced electricity started to be sold on the electricity market through the trading platforms of the CROATIAN ELECTRICITY EXCHANGE d.o.o. (CROPEX)
  - Auctions of Guarantees of Origin
  - the funds raised are transferred to the RES Incentive System Fund
- for 2019 portion of RES incentivized electricity to be sold on market is 30% - around 0.9 TWh
till November 2019 - 3 auctions successfully held:

- primary source of energy: Wind
- sum GO sold (Q1-Q3): 624,717
- highest price: 0,91 EUR/GO (Q2/2019)
- marginal price calculation algorithm
- 13 registered auction participants
- In 2020. – rise up to 2 TWh (60%) of electricity will be sold on market / GOs on Auctions
Auction Platform
https://goauction.ilr.lu
Contact: goauction@ilr.lu

Auction results

- Production period: Feb 18 – Sept 19
- Generation technology: Wind onshore
- Auctioned volume: 345.654 GOs
- Volume weighted av. price: 1,27 €/GO
- 21 participants registered on the platform
- Registration free of charge
- GOs are delivered to an account in any EECS registry
- Quarterly auctions:
  - Pay as bid
- Auction revenues used to decrease the cost of the public support scheme

Future outlook

Auctioned generation capacity (in MW)

- Today: 113,00
- End 2020: 203,00

- Wind
- Biomass
- Solar
Italy’s Auction GOs

Revenues deriving from the auctioning of GOs are used to reduce the cost sustained by electricity consumers to promote renewable energy in Italy.

Auctions’ average price trend

* Other Sources: meaning biomass, biogas, bioliquid, hybrid

Number of auctions per year: 5